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Remote Control

Multi-level access to EDI Transaction Data
Remote Control is a set of customizable features designed to provide access and/or control of business
documents to third parties in your organization. Remote Control allows for the sharing of electronic business
documents, determined by an organization's business structure. Which scenario fits your company?
DIcentral's Web-based EDI solutions for retail suppliers are revolutionizing the way retailers do business.
Scenario 1 - One sales manager, multiple sales people
A sales manager has a sales team of several people reporting to him.
Using DIcentral's Remote Control system, the manager can see the
entire sales team's EDI business documents at any time, and individual
sales team members can see and modify their own document data. With
Remote Control, a sales manager can manage a global sales team without leaving the office, giving each sales team member the tools to manage his or her accounts.
Scenario 2 - One supplier, multiple brokers
A supplier delivers food to several store chains, using different brokers
who receive commissions for finding the store customers. With Remote
Control, the supplier can see and modify all transaction data with his
trading partners. Each broker only sees the data specific to their
accounts.
Scenario 3 - One EDI office, multiple business personnel
With Remote Control, a company's EDI personnel can see and modify all
transactions in their system. Their financial department can see all trading partner data and can monitor all transactions and reports for a particular day, week, month, or year. Remote Control empowers financial
personnel to track transactions instantly with their trading partners and
gives the EDI department the confidence of maintaining control of the
data.
Scenario 4 - Multiple business units
An IT department for a national company processes E.D.I. data for all its
business units. With Remote Control, the IT department can modify and
view all the transactions, and the business units can monitor transactions
relevant to them.
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